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So…..
Lets get things out of the way
Whilst you all are probably fully stocked up and recovering from the festive
season (or in the process of writing yourselves off), here we are again
plodding away deep in the Bombis studios making and creating infectious
beats!
Label head honchos Dave Brennan teams up with Paul Donton to bring you 2
Originals and bring some friends along for some tasty remixes (if we say so
ourselves)
The Assessment (Original Mix)
Well lets be honest, from the weird groove making this duo come up with……..
I think they do require some form of Assessment
Dirty, Groovy, Electronic naughtiness
We think that explains what happens with this one and sets the tone for the rest of the release
The Assessment (Rob Pearson Mix)
First up on remix duties, we bring in Evasive / Drugsex head Rob Pearson to provide what he does best!
Dirty Tech-House business!
This little number will have you locked in in no time!
Really dark driving groove with the trip undertones (we think he might have to be Assessed after you hear this!
The Assessment - (Lee Guthrie Mix)
Next up on the remix, we invite Click Therapy label head Lee Guthrie, a man who also does not disappoint!
With recent works appearing on labels such as New Violence
You can probably guess that you’re all in for quite a treat.
Lee brings a nice flavor bringing a deep house version
So even after the first three tracks, you think you’ve had enough?
Surely not
Beyond Repair (Original Mix)
Dave and Paul bring a second original to the table, twisted no nonsense Tech number
One that should keep people prancing and dancing about on a dance floor with the level of drive involved!
Trippy elements just to keep things all in the right direction of Techno
Really the duo are portraying that their both ‘Beyond Repair’
Beyond Repair (Orlando Voorn Mix)
Orlando comes back from the studio and comes up with a straight forward grooving tech number!
Prepare to be locked in.
This is infectious just like all the others are on this release.
The only difference is the special ingredients added only what this one man music machine machine can do!
Beyond Repair (Ollie Drummond Mix)
Finally (and by no means least) we invite Ollie Drummond - for those that follow him and have heard his works on
labels such as Slightly Off / Evasive / Right Nut Records…..
You’ll know what you will be getting from him.
Solid Tech House number with some nice acid elements sprinkled on top to complete this package
So there you have it
6 stompers to kick things off for 2019
Get ready!
Things are going to off! What else is in store from the Bombis Records office?
All Tracks Mastered by Rob Pearson at www.onlinestudios.co.uk

